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In this talk, I will introduce our hypothesis about the structure of the Primary Language of the
human brain, which goes back to J. von Neumann who hypothesized its existence in 1957.
According to von Neumann, the Primary Language should have empowered all the Secondary
languages, i.e., human symbolic languages and sciences. I will explain how this is accomplished
with introduction of the Language of Visual Streams. This talk includes the details of
communication between the primary and conventional languages and sciences and demonstrates
examples of such communication. We assume that there exists a universal meta-algorithm, the
so-called Algorithm of Discovery (AD), the ultimate tool utilized by the human brain for discovering
new algorithms and perfecting the existing ones. The AD makes discoveries via visual streams
within the primary science and then reflects them in the secondary science, the conventional one.
One of the goals of our research is to understand the AD to the level, which will permit producing
discoveries on demand. Our approach to understanding the AD is to replay manually past
discoveries by applying the simulated AD. Execution of the AD consists of a series of thought
experiments that turn a piece of the primary science to the conventional one. The Discovery of
the Double Helix, the 3D structure of DNA (by Watson and Crick), will be replayed in the talk.
More examples will be included in my tutorial.
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